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An Internet-Enabled Wireless Multi-Sensor System for
Continuous Monitoring of Landslide Processes
Kay Smarsly, Kristina Georgieva, and Markus König
cannot withstand the forces generated by moving masses of
soil, rock, or organic material. Having severe impact both on
civil infrastructure and on the natural environment, landslides
cause losses and damages of several billion US$ every year
as well as numerous fatalities and injuries [4]. As reported by
Petley [5], who has investigated fatal landslides between
2004 and 2010, during the 7-year observation period 2,620
landslides have been recorded, which have caused more than
30,000 fatalities.
To investigate landslides and to mitigate their impact on
civil infrastructure and natural environments, it is important
to obtain detailed knowledge about the causes, the natural
phenomena associated with landslides, and the conditions of
the slopes. As defined by Crozier [6], the instability of a slope
is that condition, which causes landslides. More specifically,
two types of contradictory forces exist in slopes, (i) forces
that tend to promote slope movement and (ii) forces that tend
to resist slope movement. For example, shear stress promotes
movement and shear strength is the opposing force resisting
movement. The difference between both forces is referred to
as “margin of stability”. Based on the margin of stability,
Crozier has proposed a classification of slope states,
categorizing slopes as stable, marginally stable, or actively
unstable. A stable slope withstands all forces promoting
movement; a slope is in marginally stable state, if no
movement occurs and the margin of stability is small; and a
slope is in actively unstable state, if the margin of stability
approaches zero and signs of ground movement are observed.
Three groups of destabilizing factors can be defined that
affect the slope states [6]:

Abstract—Monitoring and early warning systems, although
being capable of continuously collecting field data related to
landslide processes, are usually unable to autonomously detect
and analyze signs of landslides in real time. This paper presents
the design and experimental implementation of an autonomous
landslide monitoring system. Besides reliably issuing early
warnings in case of detected slope anomalies, the monitoring
system is primarily designed to support human individuals in
assessing the risk of landslide and to improve the understanding
of the slope behavior, which may help to reduce economic losses
and fatalities caused by landslides. Specifically, intelligent
wireless sensor nodes are distributed in the observed slope to
autonomously collect, analyze and communicate relevant
environmental parameters in real time. Supporting remote
analyses of the collected field data, a web application, which is
installed on a computer connected to the on-site sensor nodes,
enables an automated dissemination of slope parameters
through the Internet. Last but not least, geospatial information
stemming from external sources is integrated into the
monitoring system to provide a comprehensive overview of
landslide-related slope conditions.
Index Terms—Monitoring of slope movements, wireless
sensor networks, early warning systems, artificial intelligence,
smart sensors, Internet computing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The world population, which currently numbers more than
7 billion people [1], is growing continuously, and it is
expected to reach 10 billion people in the year 2100 [2]. As a
direct consequence of the population growth, also the density
of population increases rapidly, and therefore unstable,
hazardous areas and steep terrains with high risks of natural
hazards such as volcanic eruptions, floods or landslides are
being developed for settlement [3]. As another direct
consequence of the population growth, human activities
increasingly trigger natural hazards due to changes in the
environmental conditions. For example, landslides are
frequently initiated by human-induced factors, such as
disturbed or changed drainage patterns, destabilized slopes,
or removed vegetation [4]. Landslides, according to the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) are defined as
“downslope movement of soil, rock and organic materials
under the effects of gravity” [4]. Generally, landslides occur
in different terrains independently from climate conditions,
and they are among the most common but also among the
most dangerous natural hazards, because civil infrastructure

• Preparatory factors change the state of a slope from
stable to marginally stable state without initiating slope
movement and make the slope susceptible to
movement.
• Triggering factors place slopes from marginally stable
to actively unstable state by initiating movement.
• Controlling factors define form, rate and duration of
movement.
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In summary, landslides are the result of a variety of
aggregated effects of interrelated factors. Besides human
activities, as mentioned earlier, seismicity and precipitation
are among the most common factors. Petley [7], for example,
has reported that more landslides occur during seasons with
high precipitation than during seasons with low precipitation.
Accordingly, in countries with low precipitation, landslides
do not occur as often as, for example, in tropical countries [3].
Extreme weather events, such as intense rainfall, rapid
snowmelt, glacier thinning, permafrost degradation or
increased groundwater, make slopes more susceptible to
landslides. In this context, the groundwater fluctuation is a
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doominant landsslide-triggeringg factor that suubstantially afffects
thhe stability of a slope, becauuse the slope weight
w
changess with
thhe amount of groundwater, which corressponds to the pore
w
water
pressure.. Pour water pressure,
p
the pressure prodduced
byy water in a saaturated soil, reeduces the sheear strength annd the
m
margin
of stability of the sloppe.
o groundwateer and other causes
To understannd the effects of
off landslides, seeveral attemptts have been undertaken
u
tow
wards
laandslide inveestigation. Trraditionally, the first steep in
laandslide investigation is a map
m analysis [4]. Using vaarious
tyypes of mapss, such as toopographic, teerrain, bedrocck or
enngineering soiil maps, generral informationn about a terraain on
itss susceptibilityy to landslidess is gathered. For
F example, aerial
a
im
magery obtainned from interferometric synthetic apeerture
raadars (InSAR
R) as well as light detecction and rannging
(L
LiDAR) provide detailed scientific infformation aboout a
teerrain, in whicch landslides have occurreed in the pastt, and
inndicate humann activities. By
B merging im
mages of a ceertain
arrea taken at different
d
poinnts in time, laandslide inveentory
m
maps
can be drrawn providinng informationn on past landdslide
tyypes, frequenncies, and im
mpacts. Suchh informationn can
addvantageouslyy be used to esstimate potenttial future landdslide
haazards at a parrticular site.
However, duue to human activities
a
that change the naatural
toopography or the
t hydrologicc conditions of slopes, landsslides
offten occur in areas that havve been considered stable in
i the
paast. Therefore,, several new methods
m
havee been implem
mented
inn recent years to
t detect landsslide activity independentlyy from
paast slope conditions. For example,
e
rem
mote monitorinng of
laandslide-susceeptible areas is a comm
mon approach that
faacilitates the assessment of landslide hazard and risk.
M
Monitoring
sysstems are useed to estimatee type, frequuency,
exxtent, and pottential conseqquences of laandslides that may
occcur. Based on
o analyses off landslide-rellated data recoorded
from a slope, monitoring
m
syystems are deesigned to proovide
s
states using
u
geotechhnical
innformation abbout critical slope
m
measuring
instrruments such as
a inclinometeers, extensom
meters,
piiezometers annd tiltmeters innstalled in thee slopes [8]. Some
S
laandslide monittoring systemss have been prresented in thee past
yeears [9-11]; hoowever, thesee monitoring systems
s
are ussually
unnable to operaate automaticaally, and the collected data is
i not
prrocessed in reeal time. As a result, even if all relevantt data
reecorded from the observed slope is availlable, anomaliies in
thhe slope condiition are deteccted with signiificant time deelays.
A
Autonomously
collecting, processing
p
annd communiccating
laandslide param
meters can helpp to overcomee this limitatioons of
cuurrent landslidde monitoring systems.
In this paper, the desiggn and implementation of
o an
exxperimental Internet-enabled multi-seensor system
m for
coontinuous monitoring of laandslide proceesses is preseented.
Prroviding authhorities and decision makers with crritical
innformation onn actual sloppe conditionss, the monittoring
syystem continuuously collectss field data thrrough a numbber of
w
wireless
sensorr nodes installled in the monitored
m
sloppe. In
paarticular, soil moisture datta, directly reelated to the pore
w
water
pressure, is collectedd and analyzeed directly onn the
seensor nodes,, facilitatingg real-time identificationn of
annomalies related to landslide initiation duue to increasedd pore
w
water
pressure. If an anomalyy is detected, tilt
t and accelerration
daata is collectted used andd autonomoussly analyzed with
reespect to pootential surfaace movements. Furtherm
more,

mation from exxternal geosp
patial sources as
addittional inform
well as weather daata is integrateed into the mo
onitoring systeem.
nings are issuued by the system in case of high risks of
Warn
landslides. In addiition, the wireeless sensor no
odes disseminaate
vant
informati
ion
via
Intern
net
for
furthe
r data analyses.
relev
This paper first deescribes the aarchitecture off the monitoriing
systeem, includingg its hardware and softwaare componennts.
Then
n, field tests are
a presented tthat are condu
ucted to validaate
the system.
s
After a discussion of the results obtained in thhis
study
y, the paper concludes wiith a brief su
ummary and an
outlo
ook on possiblle future reseaarch directions.

A
NTATION OF A LANDSLIDE
II.
I DESIGN AND
IMPLEMEN
NG SYSTEM
MONITORIN

Th
he Internet-ennabled multi-ssensor system
m for continuoous
monitoring of landdslide processses is composeed of three basic
comp
ponents, as shhown in Fig. 11:
1) A wireless seensor networkkconsists of seensor nodes thhat
are installed in the monittored slope, and
a autonomoous
mbedded into each
e
sensor noode
software programs are em
d data.
to continuouusly collect andd analyze field
2) A desktop appplication, insstalled on a co
omputer locatted
on site, is designed to perssistently store the field dataa in
a remotely coonnected dataabase. In addittion, the deskttop
application provides diiagnostic and
d visualizatiion
o the data sets
functionalitiees that can bee performed on
stored.
3) A web appplication enaables remote access to the
t
database (andd thus to the fiield data); the web applicatiion
also integratees geospatial aand weather in
nformation froom
external sourrces.
After a brief deescription of thhe overall systtem architectuure
and the
t proposed monitoring
m
cooncept, each co
omponent of the
t
multti-sensor moniitoring system
m is described in details in the
t
follo
owing subsectiions.

Fig. 1. Architectture of the interneet-enabled multi-ssensor system.

To
o autonomoussly monitor lanndslide processses, the conceept
of “m
multi-sensor data
d
fusion” is applied. Multi-sensor
M
daata
fusio
on refers to the combinaation of data from differeent
senso
ors and relatedd data from asssociated datab
bases in orderr to
enhaance the precision of the data analysiss. As elucidatted
previously, grounndwater and ssoil moisture are among the
t
main
n factors thhat affect slope states. Therefore, the
t
multti-sensor systeem continuoussly collects an
nd analyzes soil
s
moissture to identiify the triggerrs (or causes)) of a landslidde.
How
wever, soil moisture
m
dataa alone doees not proviide
inforrmation on slope
s
movem
ments. For th
his reason, the
t
multti-sensor systeem also measuures tilt and acceleration
a
daata
enab
bling a real-tim
me detection oof slope movem
ments.
Fo
or implementiing the prototyype system, data
d collected by
521
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senso
or nodes. Fiirst, wireless sensor nodees designed for
f
monitoring are ablle to process ddata in a decen
ntralized mannner
and to identify annomalies in thhe collected data in real tim
me.
ond, unlike cable-based
c
m
monitoring sy
ystems, wireleess
Seco
senso
or networks do
d not requiree extensive co
oaxial wires for
f
conn
necting sensorrs to data processing system
ms. As a resuult,
monitoring system
ms based on w
wireless sensorr networks alloow
for greater
g
nodal densities
d
thann cable-based systems [14]. In
this study, a wireeless sensor network, comp
posed of seveeral
ded and externnal
multti-sensor nodees that containn both embedd
senso
ors, is designned for continuuous monitorring of landsliide
processes.

tw
wo sensor types, soil moistture sensors and
a accelerom
meters
(pproviding tilt and
a acceleratioon data) is com
mbined as show
wn in
Fiig. 2. The stattes of the obseerved slope – stable, margiinally
stable, and actiively unstablee – are categoorized based on
o the
ope
state
clas
ssification
pro
oposed
by
Cro
ozier
[6].
In
s
stable
sl
i collected and analyzed by
state, soil mooisture data is
coomparing a cuurrent measureed value to a thhreshold value that
is defined by a human
h
expert. If the actual soil moisture value
exxceeds the threeshold value, landslide occuurrence is posssible.
Thhen, the slopee is in marginaally stable statte and a warning is
issued. Besidess soil moisturre data, tilt data
d
is collectted in
m
marginally
stabble state. Whenn a movementt occurs, anom
malies
inn the tilt dataa are detectedd, and the sllope is in acttively
unnstable state. To inform human indivviduals abouut the
deetected movem
ment, an alarm
m is issued. Inn actively unsstable
state, the surfacce displacemeent of the sloppe is observedd, and
thhe inverse valuues of the veloocity of surfacce displacemennt are
caalculated. Thee inverse vallues of the velocity
v
of suurface
diisplacement have
h
proven to
t be helpful in estimating the
faailure time of a slope [12]. Fukuzono [113] has propoosed a
grraphical method to predict the slope faillure time, whiich is
im
mplemented innto the moniitoring system
m. If the vellocity
inncreases over time, thee inverse velocity
v
decrreases
appproaching 0. If the inverse velocity is cloose to 0, a landdslide
occcurs. Graphiccally, the timee of failure cann be predicted if the
innverse velocityy is plotted ovver time, as shhown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.
3 Inverse velocitty plotted over tim
me.

1) Hardware off the multi-sennsor nodes
Fo
or the prototyype implemenntation of the wireless senssor
netw
work, Oracle SunSPOT senssor nodes are deployed
d
[15].. A
SunS
SPOTsensor node
n
is a batttery-powered
d device, almoost
entirrely written inn Java. Each node has a 400
4 MHz 32-bit
ARM
M920T core processor with 1 MB RAM and 8 MB Flaash
mem
mory. The processor ruuns a speccially designned
smalll-footprint Jaava virtual m
machine nameed Squawk. For
F
wireless networkk communicaation, each node uses an
grated Texas Instruments
I
CC 2420 radio transceiver. The
T
integ
transsceiver compllies with the IEEE 802.15
5.4 standard and
a
operrates in the unnlicensed induustrial, scientiific and mediccal
(ISM
M) band. A SuunSPOT sensoor node includ
des an integratted
threee-axis MMA7455L acceleerometer. Beeyond that, the
t
nodees provide anaalog inputs, general purposse I/O connecttor
pins and high currrent output piins for attachm
ment of externnal
ors and actuators.
a
Fuurthermore, several RG
GB
senso
lightt-emitting dioodes (LEDs) aare integrated
d, which can be
used
d as status indiicators when bbeing deployeed in the field.

Fig. 2. Landslidee monitoring conccept.

s
from Figg. 3, the failuure of the sloope is
As can be seen
exxpected at thaat time, at whhich the inversse velocity crrosses
thhe abscissa. Thhree shapes of
o curves of innverse velocitty are
diistinguished depending
d
on the slope chaaracteristics: liinear,
coonvex, or conncave. In casee of a linear curve,
c
two innverse
veelocity valuess at different points in tim
me are sufficieent to
esstimate the faailure time off the slope. In
I most casess, the
innverse velocityy curve is expected to be linnear, but the faailure
tim
me can also be
b predicted foor convex or concave
c
curvees. In
thhe latter cases,, the failure iss expected whhen the tangennt line
off the inverse velocity
v
curve crosses the abbscissa. The curves
arre mathematiccally describedd by the follow
wing equationn:
1

2) Soil moisture sensor
To
o collect grooundwater daata, Vegetron
nix VH400 soil
s
moissture sensors [16] are atttached to thee sensor noddes
throu
ugh the analogg input pins. T
The VH400 is a low-power soil
s
moissture sensor thhat consumes less than 7 mA
m for operatioon.
By using
u
the dieelectric consttant of the soil,
s
the senssor
meassures volumettric water conntent (VWC) and
a produces an
output voltage prooportional to the VWC. Volumetric
V
waater
i a numericaal measure of soil moistuure,
content (Eq. 2) is
s
exprressed as a raatio of the voolume of waater Vw and soil
volu
ume Vt:
VWC = Vw / Vt
(
(2)

1

v −1 = {a(α − 1)}α −1 ⋅ (t f − t ) α −1

(1)

where v is the velocity of surface
w
s
displaacement, v-1 is
i the
innverse velocityy, a and α are experimental constants, annd tf is
thhe failure timee.

Th
he VH400 sennsor is insensittive to water salinity
s
and dooes
not corrode overr time. To aachieve greateer measuremeent
uracy, the sennsor is calibraated in this study
s
using the
t
accu
specific soil type of
o the slope beeing monitoreed.

A. Wireless Sensor
A
S
Netwoork
The primaryy advantages of
o wireless seensor networkks for
ennvironmental monitoringg, comparedd to tradittional
caable-based monitoring
m
syystems, are the flexibilitty in
coommunicationn and the low--cost installatiion of the wirreless

3) Accelerometter
Th
he MMA74555L acceleromeeter embedded
d in each senssor
522
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noode is used to provide information on slope suurface
diisplacement, which
w
is deteermined by tillt and accelerration
m
measurements.
The accelerrometer meassures acceleraations
ovver a scale of either
e
± 2g, ± 4g
4 or ± 8g, whhere g is the grravity
coonstant. Usingg the accelerattion along an axis, the tilt of
o the
seensor node wiith respect to gravity is deetermined. Thhe tilt
anngle
of ann axis is com
mputed direcctly on the nodes
n
acccording to thee following eqquation:

⎛ aaxis ⎞
⎟
⎟
⎝ a ⎠

θ = arcssin⎜⎜

t
contrroller agents are responsible for the insttantiation of the
tilt and
a
soil moiisture agents and enable the interactiion
betw
ween all agennts. Moreoverr, controller agents proviide
functionalities too send meassured data and
a
notificatiion
sages
from
th
he
wireless
s
sensor
nodes
to
the
deskttop
mess
appliication. Vice versa, controlller agents recceive commannds
sent from the deskktop applicatioon to the senso
or nodes.
a activity diagram of a controller
c
ageent.
Fiig. 4 shows an
Oncee the controlleer agent has aautonomously been created on
a sen
nsor node, it instantiates
i
a soil moisture agent and a tilt
t
agen
nt. The controlller agent openns a connectio
on to a base noode
that is connected to the on-site computer (Fiig. 1). Then, the
t
om the deskttop
contrroller agent waits for a message fro
appliication and, thereupon,
t
seends an ackno
owledgement to
perfo
orm a conneection handshhake, which establishes the
t
conn
nection betweeen the sensor nnode and the base
b
station.

(3)

where is the tilt angle measured
w
m
in raadians, aaxis is
i the
accceleration measured alongg the given axis,
a
and | | is
i the
m
magnitude
of thhe total acceleeration.
4) Multi-ageent system
To collect annd to analyze the slope dataa in a decentraalized
faashion, a multti-agent system
m is embeddeed into the wirreless
seensor nodes. The
T multi-agennt system is coomposed of seeveral
innteracting, auttonomous sofftware prograams, referred to as
“ssoftware agentts”, that comm
municate with each other thrrough
m
messages.
By acting
a
autonom
mously with a certain degrree of
fleexibility, softw
ware agents can
c enhance the
t modularityy, the
fleexibility and the extendiibility of moonitoring sysstems.
A
According
to Woolridge [17],
[
softwarre agents caan be
chharacterized by the followinng features:
• Autonomyy: Software agents
a
act witthout direct huuman
interventioon. They aree capable to control their own
internal sttates and to decide
d
indepenndently from other
software programs whhich actions are
a appropriaate to
achieve thheir goals.
• Reactivityy: Software agents are situated inn an
environmeent, being ablee to perceive and
a respond tiimely
to events and
a changes thhat occur in itt.
• Pro-activeeness: Softwaare agents doo not only act
a in
response to changes in the envirronment, but take
b
to saatisfy
initiative and apply gooal-directed behavior
their objecctives.
• Social abiility: To achieeve their goalls, software agents
a
interact with
w each otherr, thus being abble to cooperaate, to
coordinatee and to negottiate.

Fig. 4. Activity
A
diagram oof the controller agent.
a
R DEPENDING ON THE STATE OF TH
HE OBSERVED SLO
OPE
TABL
LE I: LED COLOR

Sysstem state
Staable
Maarginally stable
Acctively unstable

The multi-aggent system em
mbedded into the wireless sensor
noodes consists of a numbeer of softwarre agents thaat are
deesigned accordding to the Buurmeister methhodology [18]]. The
Buurmeister methodology deescribes the annalysis and design
d
phhase of develloping multi-agent applicaations and is built
uppon object-oriiented methodds. Three task--specific categgories
off software aggents are prottotypically im
mplemented inn this
stuudy to meet the system’s main functioons, each of which
w
beeing responsibble for one distinct
d
task to be executed in
laandslide moniitoring. Thesee categories are the contrroller
aggents and the sensing
s
agentts, where the category
c
of sensing
aggents is furtheer subdivided into
i
tilt agents
ts and soil moiisture
aggents. Instancees of all agentt categories arre created on every
e
w
wireless
sensorr node.

LED color
Green
Yellow
Red

6) Sensing agennts
Th
he soil moistture agent annd the tilt agent are of tyype
sensiing agent. A sensing agentt is defined by
b the followiing
interrnal states thaat are related to the states of the observved
slopee:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Initial
Stable
s
Marginally stable
Actively unsstable
Terminated

n “initial” statee, a sensing aggent collects measurements
m
s to
In
deterrmine the initiial values of tthe observed slope
s
parameteers
at sy
ystem startup.. The states ““stable”, “marrginally stablee”,
and “actively unsttable” corresppond to the glo
obal state of the
t
m. The observved slope and
d the monitoriing
monitoring system
systeem are categorrized as stablee, marginally stable
s
or activeely

5) Controlleer agent
Controller aggents are embbedded into thhe sensor noddes to
m
manage
the autonomous
a
p
processing
inn the nodes. The
523
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unnstable, accordding to the claassification proposed by Croozier,
ass described earrlier. The firstt of the LEDs of
o a sensor nodde, as
shhown in Fig. 5,
5 indicates thee state of the system
s
by blinnking
att regular inteervals in an appropriate
a
color (Table I).
I In
“tterminated” sttate, the agentss stop collectiing data.

b)
b Tilt agentss
Th
he tilt agents are
a used for deetecting surfacce displacemennts.
In sttable state, thhe tilt agents are inactive. Internally, tilt
t
meassurements aree triggered onn a sensor no
ode when a soil
s
moissture agent hass detected highh volumetric water
w
content. In
marg
ginally stable state, the tilt aagent measurees the orientatiion
of th
he sensor nodee along its x-, y-, and z-axis using Eq. 3 and
a
send
ds the result to
t the desktopp application.. The actual tilt
t
values are compared to the initial valuess that represeent
mal slope connditions. If annomalies are detected,
d
the tilt
t
norm
agen
nt changes to actively
a
unstaable state. In actively
a
unstabble
statee, the tilt agennt collects accceleration datta and sends the
t
data to the desktopp application. The accelerattion data is ussed
by th
he desktop appplication to ccalculate the inverse veloccity
values of surface displacement as an indicattor of the risk of
landslides.

Fig. 5. LED
L
indicting thee state of the obseerved slope.

a) Soil moisture agents
The internal states of the sooil moisture aggents are presented
inn Fig. 6 in term
ms of a state machine.
m
Uponn initializationn, the
sooil moisture agents
a
directly change to “stable” statee and
m
measure
perioddically the voluumetric waterr content of thhe soil
(i..e. the soil moisture).
m
It shhould be noted that due to
t the
caapability of thhe agents to autonomouslyy analyze thee soil
m
moisture
data, it is not neceessary to conttinuously sennd the
daata to the deskktop application every timee a measurement is
peerformed. By contrast, the soil
s moisture data is sent onnly at
sppecific times, defined
d
by huuman experts (e.g.
(
once an hour),
h
too reduce the am
mount of data transmitted thhrough the wirreless
seensor networkk. The analysiss of the soil moisture
m
data on
o the
seensor nodes inncludes compaarisons of meaasured soil moiisture
vaalues to threshhold values. If
I the actual soil
s moisture value
exxceeds a threshhold value, lanndslide occurrrence is possibble. A
sooil moisture aggent reacts on the detected change
c
in the slope
coondition by innforming the controller
c
agennt and changiing to
“m
marginally staable” state. Thhe controller aggent, in turn, sends
s
a notification
n
m
message
to the desktop appliication and infforms
thhe tilt agent that
t
the systeem state has been changeed. In
“m
marginally staable” state ass well as in “actively
“
unsttable”
state, the soil moisture ageent collects data
d
with a higher
h
t
in “stable” state, and data is sent to
t the
saampling rate than
deesktop applicaation each tim
me a measurem
ment is perform
med.

B. Desktop Appplication
Th
he desktop application,
a
w
written in Jaava, consists of
several software modules
m
and a graphical user
u
interface. A
basicc overview off the softwaree modules and
d the interactiion
paths between the modules are sshown in Fig. 7. The softwaare
dules are brieffly described in the following subsectionns.
mod
As will
w be shownn, different innformation teechnologies and
a
softw
ware tools aree integrated into the modulees to achieve the
t
desig
gn goals of thee desktop appplication.

Fig. 7. Architecture
A
of thhe desktop applicaation.

1) Core modulee
Th
he core modulle manages the sensor nodes installed in the
t
slopee. The core module
m
comprrises sensor no
ode informatiion
relev
vant to monittoring, such as a unique 64-bit netwoork
addrress of every node
n
as well aas the geograp
phic coordinattes
(i.e. latitude and loongitude).
2) Communicattion module
Th
he communicaation module iis designed to provide reliabble
comm
munications between
b
the desktop appllication and the
t
wireless sensor network. For tthat purpose, connections are
a
blished to all sensor nodes by connectio
on controllers. A
estab
conn
nection controller defines a pport number corresponding
c
g to
the connection
c
andd obtains data input and data output stream
ms
to receive data or notifications
n
ffrom the wirelless sensor nodde.
3) Over-the-airr module
Th
he sensor noddes used in thhis study integrate embeddded
softw
ware that runs on the nodes and that listen
ns for commannds
and messages
m
sendd by other sennsor nodes or by
b human useers.
The software allso provides a so called “over-the-air
ows for locatiing
functionality”. Ovver-the-air funnctionality allo
n
sensorr node and rettrieving inform
mation about the
t
any nearby
nodees’ configuratiion. Through tthe desktop ap
pplication, a usser
can discover
d
all sensor nodes iin the range of
o a certain noode
that is connected to the on-sitee computer an
nd, for exampple,

Fig. 6.
6 State machine of the soil moistuure agent.
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retrieve the battery properties. Thereby, it is possible to
update the software running on the sensor nodes or to extend
thecapabilities of the software agents without manually
installing or updating software applications.

An excerpt of the database schema is shown in Fig. 8. In
general, the database consists of a sensornodes table and
several measurement tables. The sensornodes table contains
the properties of the sensor nodes, i.e. IEEE address, latitude
and longitude. The measurement tables differ in the type of
the stored data as described earlier. Soilmoisture tables are
designed for storing soil moisture data, tilt tables for tilt data,
acceleration tables for acceleration data, and inversevelocity
tables for the inverse velocity. Each type of measurement
table is created for every sensor node, whereby tables are
identified with a unique name that includes the last 16 bits of
a sensor node’s network address. To give an example, the
tables created for two sensor nodes, whose addresses end
with “792d” and “7840”, are shown in Fig. 8.

4) Weather forecast module
To provide information on weather conditions, weather
data from external sources is integrated into the landslide
monitoring system. Several weather forecast websites
provide such data and application programming interfaces
(APIs) to integrate the weather data into applications. A
weather forecast module is implemented as a part of the
landslide monitoring system. The weather forecast module
uses the Forecast API [19] to query a forecast website and to
retrieve the current conditions and weather forecasts for a
certain location. A forecast is retrieved at regular intervals
and used for the analysis of landslide possibility in case of
high soil moisture values. The forecast contains several
properties, among which precipitation probability,
precipitation intensity and precipitation type.
5) Database module
The database module ensures the persistent storage of the
measurement data received from the wireless sensor network.
Here, a MySQL database system is deployed. To remotely
connect the desktop application to a MySQL database system,
the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) technology [20], an
industry standard for database-independent connectivity
between the Java programming language and MySQL
database systems, is used.

6) Analysis module
The analysis module provides analytical functionalities. If
the system is in marginally stable state (i.e. when a soil
moisture value exceeds – or has exceeded – the soil moisture
threshold), the analysis module checks whether heavy
precipitation is expected. For that purpose, the weather
forecast module is used to receive the actual precipitation
probability and the average expected precipitation intensity.
For example, if the precipitation probability is above 60%
and the intensity is above 0.4 inches of liquid water per hour,
heavy rainfall is expected. In the latter case, a warning is
issued and sent via email to the involved individuals.

Fig. 8. An excerpt of the database schema.

Furthermore, the analysis module uses the acceleration
data collected by the wireless sensor nodes to compute the
inverse velocity of the slope surface. To calculate the inverse
velocity, the analysis module computes the velocity by
numerically integrating the acceleration data. Specifically,
the trapezoidal rule [21] is applied to approximate the
acceleration. The velocity vi is calculated according to the
following equation:
vi = vi-1 + (ai-1 + ai)/ 2 ·(ti – ti-1)

point in time.
7) Alarm module
To automatically send emails to human individuals for
issuing warnings and alarms, the alarm module utilizes the
JavaMail Application Programming Interface (JavaMail API)
[22]. The JavaMail API provides functionalities that can be
integrated into software programs for sending emails based
on Internet standards such as MIME, SMTP, POP3, and
IMAP. Two types of email messages are sent by the alarm
module. First, a warning message is sent if the slope is in
marginally stable state and heavy precipitation is expected.

(4)

wherev is the velocity, a is the acceleration, and t is the
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Second, an alarm message is sent if the slope is in actively
unstable state.
C. Web Application
The web application is designed to provide remote access
to the database and to the desktop application of the
monitoring system. The web application is implemented
utilizing Java Server Pages technology (JSP). In essence, the
web application retrieves sensor data from the database and
visualizes the data using the Google Charts library [23] that is
used to display the data in terms of charts. A chart is created
for every sensor node and for all available sensor readings, i.e.
soil moisture, tilt and acceleration (Fig. 9). In addition, the
velocity and inverse velocity values, calculated by the
desktop application, are also presented graphically by the
web application.
To visualize geospatial information about the wireless

sensor nodes, a map is implemented into the web application.
As can be seen from Fig. 9, the sensor nodes installed in the
slope are displayed as points on the map being characterized
by the latitude and longitude. For the map implementation,
the Google Maps API is integrated into the web application.
The web application also provides a feature allowing users
to subscribe for warnings and alarms issued by the landslide
monitoring system. As described above, the monitoring
system automatically generates alarms and warnings when
the state of the slope changes, and it sends email messages to
previously specified recipients. Through the subscribe
feature of the web application, a user can be added to the list
of the recipients. While access to the sensor data is provided
to all visitors of the web application website, access to the
desktop application is provided only to authorized users.

Fig. 9. Web application with experimental data.

site-specific soil type used in the experiment in order to
ensure accurate soil moisture measurements. For that purpose,
the soil used for the experiment is baked in an oven until the
moisture is baked out. Thereupon, several small containers
are filled with an equal amount of soil, having the same
weight and volume. Varying amounts of water are added to
the containers such that the actual volumetric water content is
known. The containers are left for a few hours to let the soil
distribute evenly in each sample. Then, the VH400 soil
moisture sensors are installed in the containers and the
voltage readings are recorded for each sample being related
to the actual volumetric water content of the samples.

III. FIELD VALIDATION
For the proof of concept of the experimental landslide
monitoring system, a validation experiment is conducted.
The main objectives are
1) To verify the capabilities of the monitoring system with
respect to autonomously collecting, integrating and
communicating data from the observed slope, and
2) To obtain data for investigating the relationship
between changes in the slope condition, particularly
groundwater changes, and landslide-related slope
deformations.

B. Validation Experiment Setup
For the experiment, a flume is filled with sand, as
illustrated in Fig. 10. The length of the flume is 190 cm, the

A. Calibration
Prior to conducting the validation experiment, the
monitoring system is calibrated depending on the
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width is 40 cm
w
m, and the depth is 15 cm. The
T flume anggle is
appproximately 40°,
4 which is typical in terrrains where naatural
laandslides occuur.
Three wireleess sensor noddes (S1, S2, S3) are installed in
i the
slope, as show
wn in Fig. 100, and conneccted to an onn-site
coomputer throuugh the basee node. Eachh node hostss the
sooftware agents introducedd in the preevious sectioon: a
coontroller agennt, a soil moisture agent, annd a tilt agentt. The
m
multi-agent
system is thus composed of
o three contrroller
aggents, three sooil moisture aggents and threee tilt agents. During
D
thhe experimentt, the agentss collect dataa from the slope,
s
annalyze the datta and comm
municate with agents runninng on
otther sensor noodes.

appliication as weell as all otheer sensor nodees by sendingg a
messsage. Upon receiving tthe message, the deskttop
appliication issues a warning. Uppon receiving the warning, the
t
contrroller agents running on thhe sensor nod
des forward the
t
warn
ning to the tiltt agents. Thenn, the tilt agentts running on all
senso
or nodes start measuring thee orientation of
o the nodes. The
T
wateer content and the tiilt data aree continuoussly
comm
municated ovver the networrk to the desk
ktop applicatiion
and are stored in the databbase. The web
w
applicatiion
contiinuously updaates all onlinee information about the sloope
inclu
uding the visuual representattions of the co
ollected data.

C. Autonomoous Landslidee Monitoring
The experim
ment is conduucted in threee phases thaat are
deescribed as folllows.
1) Phase 1: initialization of
o the monitorring system
At system startup, all agennts are autom
matically initiallized.
Thhe controller agents of thee nodes establlish connectioons to
thhe desktop appplication runnning on the on-site computter in
orrder to enable data communnication. The soil moisture agents
a
annd the tilt ageents collect data to determ
mine the initiall (i.e.
stable) state of
o the slope. The initial data is sent with
w
coorresponding timestamps (indicating thhe time at which
m
measurements
h
have
been recoorded) to the desktop
d
appliccation.
Thhis data is auttomatically stoored in the MyySQL databasse and
puublished onlinne through thee web application.

Fig. 11. Soill moisture data coollected by sensor node S3.

3) Phase 3: lanndslide detectiion
Th
he tilt data is autonomouslyy analyzed by
y the tilt agennts.
Seveeral minutes after the soill moisture ag
gent running on
S3haas detected the
t
abnormaal high wateer content, the
t
orien
ntations of thee sensor nodes in the slope change, as fiirst
identtified by the tiilt agent on S2 (Fig. 12).

Fig. 122. Tilt data collectted by sensor nod
de S2.

Figg. 10. Sensor nodees installed in thee flume.

2) Phase 2: landslide initiiation
To initiate the landslidde process, heavy rainfaall is
sim
mulated. Waater is continnuously poureed onto the sand
suurface while the
t soil moistuure agents peeriodically meeasure
thhe volumetric water contennt of the soil.. The actual water
w
coontent is analyyzed directly on the sensorr nodes by thee soil
m
moisture
agentss. After approoximately fouur minutes, thee soil
m
moisture
agent running on S3 is the first aggent to detect a high
w
water
content of
o the soil (Fiig. 11) and innforms the desktop

Fig. 13.
1 Inverse velociity calculated by S2.

To
o compute thee inverse valuues of the vellocity of surfaace
displlacement, the tilt agents colllect acceleratiion data. Fig. 13
illusttrates the inveerse velocity ccalculated by S2. As a resultt of
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approach could be demonstrated, there is still room for
improvements in a number of areas. For example, future
work may include integrating further diagnostic
functionalities into the monitoring system, and additional
sensors may be connected to the wireless sensor nodes
installed in the slope (such as extensometers and GPS
sensors). Besides long-term field deployments, future work
may also include the integration of model-based simulations
of the slope condition in order to better understand the
landslide dynamics.

the changes in the acceleration of the sensor node, the
velocity of the sensor node increases. Accordingly, the
inverse velocity decreases with time approaching 0. The
inverse velocity curve is convex and crosses the abscissa
approximately eight minutes after start of the experiment.
This is exactly the failure time of the slope as can be roughly
predicted from the collected field data.
D. Experimental Results
In summary, the field test has demonstrated that the
monitoring system is capable of autonomously collecting and
processing slope data. The experiment has also corroborated
that groundwater changes are related to landslide processes;
the increased volumetric water content of the soil has led to
slope failure. It has been shown that the system identifies
abnormal slope deformations (e.g. changes in the orientation
of the sensor node and the acceleration of the slope surface)
without any human interaction. Warnings have been issued
automatically. The inverse velocity concept applied to
analyze slope surface deformations has successfully
estimated the time of the landslide before landslide
occurrence. In addition, data and relevant information have
been made available remotely through the Internet.
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